2021, Another year done

It is interesting that
even in strange times when days in lockdown can feel as
long as a wet week that the year still flies by in the blink
of an eye. Although given the situation around the world
this may actually be a good thing right now.
Once again there has been chaos all around us for a
second year running however I am very proud of how we
managed the ever changing and unpredictable landscape
to deliver an amazing Road Boss Rally event and retain
our incredibly high standard of organisation and
community spirit. Never will we say never and as difficult
and exhausting as it is at times the long term rewards and
benefits for our event, our group, our charity and our
Nation as a whole far outweigh the short term pain.
The 2022 horizon is once again looking hazy however we
are continuing with confidence and full steam ahead.
While the past two years has been an incredible challenge
it has by no means been wasted. We have used every
blow and knock down as a learning kerb and each time
we get better at working with, around and well ahead of
the uncertainty of it all. We are well placed and geared
for a huge year in 2022.
So from all of the Road Boss Family; Jamie, Michelle,
Jordan, Taylah, Mitch, Sara and Anna we wish you the
merriest of Christmases and a safe and prosperous new
year. We sincerely thank you for your never ending
support and energy that you all bring to our event and
each and every one of you play an incredibly important
part of the ongoing success of the rally and what we
contribute to society. Well done every one!
Can’t wait to see you soon.

Super Dates 11th—28th July
2022 (TBC)
These dates are what we are currently
working on for the 2022 Super and while they
won’t change much, we ask that you keep
them a little tentative as there is a still a lot of
fine tuning and work going on behind the
scenes before we are able set them in
concrete.
If they do change it will only be a day or two
either side so they are certainly safe enough to
mark your calendars and begin making initial
plans. Just don’t go booking anything yet.
Until the new year dawns and gets in to full
swing we are unable (not sensible) to work
too far ahead of ourselves and over commit to
anything that may change at a short notice.
Our prediction was that November 2021
through to March 2022 would be utter chaos
and confusion in Australia and that is exactly
how it is playing out. We will just work quietly
in the background while the mess unfolds and
subsides then pick up and get cranking when
the dust begins to settle. We are also playing
with days and dates in the middle part of the
event to ensure it is placed perfect for
everything we want and need to do through
that leg of the journey.
Initially we were waiting on the V8 Supercar
calendar to be released to see if by chance the
Darwin round landed near our dates however
they are a month earlier than their original
2020 date so does not work at all sadly.
So lock away the 11th—28th July and standby
for more detailed schedules and itinerary to
come along later. Mid February at this stage.

RBR Marching along
First cab off the rank next year is our four day
rally out around the golden west of the NSW/
QLD border region and we are extremely
excited to say this event is looking sensational
and shaping up exactly as we thought it
would. Expectedly it has got our RBR regulars
excited and is rapidly generating a great deal
of interest from all corners of the globe.
This rally is all contained with in a week and
captures everything that we know and love
about our RBR. Amazing country, amazing
people and although each day will be choc-ablock full of renown RBR challenge and
adventure, you wont have to go too far
before you are back at camp each day. It will
be a very social and laid back event with
something to cater for everyone. It is designed
and perfectly placed for anyone who has ever
said “I will do that one day,” to come along
and GIVIT a go.
Give us a call or send an email if you would
like to know more or if you are ready and
eager to get your name on the list, click on the
button and you’re away.

Bondi Rescue still delivers

RBR Car Numbers

In 2019 we created and produced a television program in conjunction
with the boys from Bondi Rescue. It truly was an amazing project and
entertaining documentary. The program has aired on a number of
occasions since then and each time it shows, we receive loads of
enquires and great interest from right around the country. It was a
wonderfully produced piece of television and never becomes old or
out dated. Corey, Reidy, Whippet and the X8 Bondi Beast made a
formidable team loaded with character and spirit of adventure.
Everything the RBR is made of. We remain in touch with all the boys
and while this particular adventure was their first RBR experience,
safe to say it will not be their last.

Everyone loves their car number
and wears the unique
identification and reference to
their team with great pride. Most
people start out picking a number
at random for no real reason
however once you get indelibly
branded with that icon during
your first rally, it remains with you
until…...the day you die.
Upon updating the latest list
recently, it is wonderful to see so
many numbers with some many
memories along with plenty of
new ones coming to the fore all
the time. On the next page is an
up to date list of all our current
and active RBR participants.
Although we could handle the 130
cars, thankfully they don’t all
come at once!
RBG
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2022 Fundrasing page
Our new MyCause fundraising page is up and running fully loaded with our current entrants for 2022.
Along with some help from GIVIT we spent a lot of time canvasing and meeting with a number of online fundraising platforms and we are pleased to say that MyCause once again came out on top and
as an added bonus, we negotiated zero platform fees charged to GIVIT from any donations. So 100%
of funds donated on-line to GIVIT are passed on to them, no commission taken. Our favourite though
is the fact that MyCause are 100% Australian owned using Australian banks and data storage,
nothing offshore. This was a big ticket item for us and very important.

2022 Super entry list cont:

